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Copyright Free Stand Design to 
Suit You...

How it works...

   We'll send you a "brief" sheet to complete

   Our experienced Designer team will prepare
  conceptual 3D visuals for initial review

   You can make any amendments to the initial
  design free of charge.  Subsequent changes
   and CAD plans incur an hourly rate of £45.00

   When you are entirely satisfied we'll release
   the copyright and remove watermarks

Prices based on stand budgets...

   £0 - £5000 & shell scheme interiors £250
   £5000 - £10,000 £300
   £10,000 - £20,000 £350
   £20,000 - £30,000 £400
   £30,000 and above £poa
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Custom Built Exhibition Stands to 
Suit You...

How it works...

   We'll send you a "brief" sheet to complete

   The team will openly discuss your project and
   communicate any queries accordingly 

   Our experienced Designers will prepare 3D 
   concept visuals & CAD layouts for your review

 Your feedback will be welcomed and we'll make
 any appropriate alterations

   When you are completely satisfied, we'll present
 a comprehensive proposal including quotation,

   specifications, samples & work schedules

   Upon approval, relax in the knowledge that your
   project will continue with professionalism and 
   courtesy throughout!
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Modular Exhibition Stands to 
Suit You...

How it works...

   We'll send you a "brief" sheet to complete

   Our experienced Design team will prepare
  conceptual 3D visuals for your stand

   Hire from our stock or purchase components
   outright. Then use our dedicated installation
   crew or simply install yourself

   If installing yourself, we'll provide step by step
   instructions and a CAD layout drawing

   Enjoy elevating your presence with a creative,  
 cost effective solution which can be used

   repeatedly

   And of course, we'll help with all aspects of
 your exhibition stand including floorcoverings, 

   furniture, graphics, electrics, planning etc...  
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Creative Display Solutions to 
Suit You...

How it works...

   We'll send you a "brief" sheet to complete

  The team will openly discuss your project and
 communicate any queries accordingly

   Our experienced Designers will prepare 3D 
   concept visuals & CAD layouts for your review 

 Your feedback will be welcomed and we'll make
   any appropriate alterations

   When you are completely satisfied we'll present
  a comprehensive proposal including quotation,
 specifications, samples and work schedules

 Upon approval, relax in the knowledge that your
   project will continue with professionalism and 
   courtesy throughout! 
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Associated services to 
Suit You...

How it works...

     Just let us know what you're looking for

  We'll do the research and discuss the best 
  options available to you 

   Use our experience & knowledge to find the 
   right solution 

   Whether completing the task in-house or via our
   partners we're commited to adding value in every 
   way possible, including price, service & quality  

 In the unlikely event we can't add value, we'll
 advise with complete transparency and point
 you in the appropriate direction
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Office
The Roost, Hurley,
Atherstone, Warwickshire,
CV9 2JW.
United Kingdom. 
Tel: +44 (0) 1827 870460 
Fax: +44 (0) 1827 870461 
Email:   enquiries@idevents.co.uk 
web:     www.idevents.co.uk 

Modular Systems Warehouse 
Unit Y, 
Tib Hall Farm, Hurley, 
Atherstone, Warwickshire, 
CV9 2JN.
United Kingdom.
Tel: +44 (0) 1827 870462

Manufacturing Workshop 
Unit 1,
Deykin Avenue Industrial 
Estate, Birmingham, 
West Midlands, 
B6 7HN.
United Kingdom. 
Tel:  +44 (0) 121 327 6198
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